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ABSTRACT:

NOKIA is the first company that has continually presented Mobile Phone (MP) devices in Iran market. Although there are some other famous brands, NOKIA’s place is still at the top of this quickly growing market. To clarify the design approach caused NOKIA’s great success in such a market, this research aims to analyze the relations between aesthetic characteristics and the functional features of the existing models of NOKIA’s MP in Iran market in respect to their price levels. Moreover, the Iranian users are investigated to firstly know how much NOKIA MP models
have covered their favorites and then specify the aesthetic characteristics and functional features of their favorite MPs. The outcomes of this research eventually address the characteristics of Nokia's design approach that are contributing to her success in Iran market and may help NOKIA better satisfy Iranian users to keep or rather expand her domain in Iran market.

1. INTRODUCTION

NOKIA has been assigned as ‘the number one cell phone manufacturer in the world’ in Q3 2003 published statistics according to In-Stat/MDR (2003). The statistics of Q3 2005 presented in Table 1 show NOKIA has still remained in the same place. Since the last decade, when the first generation of NOKIA’s MPs was introduced in Iran's growing telecom market, NOKIA has been always at the top of this market. NOKIA holds the major stake 51.9 percent of the local MP market in Iran (Iran News, 25.09.2005). “N- (Nokia) considers the Iranian market ‘very important’ and cares for the need of Iranian consumers in its segmentation strategies”, said Timo Toikkanen, the company sales department vice president for the Middle East and Africa (Iran News, 25.09.2005). The theme of this research reflects the potentials of the local designers/researchers emerging in Iran in order to be effectively involved in such a design research project, as mentioned above, intended to focus on Iranian users’ needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Q3 2005</th>
<th>Q3 2004</th>
<th>Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shipments, mln.</td>
<td>Share</td>
<td>Shipments, mln.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LG Electronics</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sony Ericsson</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>208.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>174.9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IDC (2005)

Table 1: Worldwide mobile phone shipments in Q3 2005.

Considering the highly effects of the aesthetic particulars like style identification and product form on a brand characteristics and hence its success (Chen, et all, 2003), to expand the reason of NOKIA’s such a long lasting success, this research is planed to study the issue from Design point
of view through analyzing the variety of aesthetic characteristics and functional features, which NOKIA offers in Iran market in different price levels. Thus, this research intends to find out what meaningful relationships are between functional and aesthetical aspects of NOKIA MPs in a price level. The results of such an analysis could be also applied when designing a new model MP specified for a definite price ranges. For illustrating how much NOKIA MP models have covered Iranian users’ favorites and also for defining the new possible design directions for NOKIA in Iran market, an investigation is done on the Iranian users of NOKIA MPs. The obtained data and information from the investigation are used in the final analytical step of research.

2. OUTLINE

This research aims to accomplish an analytical study on the relation between the aesthetic characteristics and functional features of NOKIA MP models in respect to their price levels in Iran market. Accordingly, it has made an essay to reach the following objectives:

I) To classify the MP models introduced by NOKIA in Iran market, considering their aesthetic characteristics and functional features into the main groupings.

II) To draw the relation between the resulted groupings of aesthetic characteristics and functional features and the models’ price ranges.

III) To Investigate NOKIA MPs’ Iranian users’ favorite aesthetics characteristics and required functional features.

IV) To compare the Iranian MPs users’ favorites with the resulted groupings of aesthetic characteristics and functional features.

For approaching the above objectives, this research involves five main phases (Fig. 1). In phase 1, first, the existing NOKIA MP models in Iran market are collected, as the samples for analysis, and their specifications are gathered. Then, the required aesthetic and function items for classifying the samples are determined. In phases 2 and 3 the samples are clustered based on the determined items, namely their aesthetic characteristics and functional features. The correspondences between the groupings of the samples resulted from phases 2 and 3 and the various price ranges are analyzed in phase 4. Phase 5 involves a fieldwork down through the regular and predefined questionnaire investigating the Iranian NOKIA MP users’ favorite aesthetic
and functional features. Then the results of analyzing the data derived from the questionnaires have been compared with the outcomes of the previous phases. This comparison would make it clear how much the existing NOKIA models in Iran market could satisfy and cover the Iranian users’ needs and favorites.

![Figure 1: The overview of the research process.](image)

3. METHOD

3.1. PHASE 1: GATHERING INFORMATION

In this phase, first, 77 models of NOKIA MPs have been considered the samples. These samples don’t involve the old-fashioned NOKIA MP models that are not currently being presented in Iran market. Some new MP models that would be introduced or launched until summer 2007 in Iran market, for instance NOKIA 6300, are added to the samples.

The required items for describing the samples’ forms and aesthetic characteristics are mainly decided on the basis of the aesthetic elements and partly derived from the careful observation of the samples’ formal variety, discussion and brainstorming fulfilled during several meetings of the
authors. As the result, 33 items which are in 3 major groups including keys, surface and body are designated for the aesthetic analysis of the samples. (Table 2).

The items of functional features are derived from all available MP specifications presented in NOKIA official website and GMS arena (2007) website. The finalized items are 31 alternatives about size, display, ring tones, memory, data, features and battery (Table 3).

Table 2: The items of aesthetic analysis.

Table 3: The items of function analysis.
3.2. PHASE 2: AESTHETIC ANALYSIS

In phase 2, the samples in respect to their aesthetic characteristics are analyzed on the basis of the aesthetic resulted items from phase 1. The used method for the analysis is Quantification Theory Type III (see note 1). Then, to draw the groupings of the samples in terms of the items, the method of Cluster Analysis is applied. In order to give the valid names to the resulted clusters, the frequency of the items in the context of the samples belonging to each cluster is used. Considering the position of each cluster in the graph, the general domain of NOKIA in the market can be indicated.

3.3. PHASE 3: FUNCTION ANALYSIS

In this phase, the samples are quantified and clustered on the basis of the items of functional features resulted from Phase 1 by using the same methods of analysis used in phase 2. The given name to each cluster is based on the frequency of functional features in the context of the samples belonging to the cluster. The variations and separations of functional feature are presented into the graph of distribution of the MP models.

3.4. PHASE 4: PRICE RANGES ANALYSIS

In this phase, first, all of the samples in respect to their price in the market are divided into 5 price ranges including:

a) Cheap  (up to 1,000,000 Rls)
b) Cheap-Medium (from 1,000,000 to 2,000,000 Rls)
c) Medium (from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 Rls)
d) Medium-Expensive (from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 Rls)
e) Expensive (more than 4,000,000 Rls)

The samples are labeled on the basis of their price ranges. Putting the labels of the price ranges of the samples in the graphs resulted from phases 2 and 3 can show the distributions of the various price ranges in the different areas of the graphs. The frequencies of the price ranges in
each cluster can make it clear whether there is any conjunction of the price ranges and aesthetic characteristics and/or functional features.

3.5. PHASE 5: INVESTIGATION

This phase involves an investigation of the Iranian users of NOKIA MPs in which the information are obtained through the regular and predefined questionnaire. The original version of the questionnaire in Persian language is shown in Figure 2. It contains the face sheet, a question about the subject's current and previous MP models, a question about the favorite functional features which should selected among the offered choices and the final question about the ideal aesthetic characteristics and favorite forms of MP in a same way as last question. The offered choices for two last questions are based on the items of analysis used in phases 2 and 3. It's also possible for the subjects to write down their further expectations regarding functional features and aesthetics characteristics.

Figure 2: The used questionnaire for investigating the Iranian users of Nokia MP.
The subjects were 70 students in the field of art and design randomly selected among the students of Azad University, Tehran University of art and University of Tehran, Iran. The subjects’ ranged in age from 19 to 30, 38% of them being female.

The derived data from the questionnaires have been analyzed through the methods of Quantification Theory Type III and Cluster Analysis, to show the groupings and distributions of the subjects on the basis of their marked choices respecting the functional features and aesthetics characteristics.

4. RESULTS

4.1. AESTHETIC ANALYSIS

As the output of analyzing the samples, the 77 selected NOKIA MP models presented in Iran market, on the basis of the determined aesthetic items, the chosen cut-off line for the clustering algorithm has yielded 8 major clusters. This choice of the cut-off line is carefully made in order to arrive at the most meaningful grouping of the samples. The distribution of the samples based on their aesthetic characteristics is shown into a graph in Figure 3. Based on the most frequent items in the context of each resulted cluster and the characteristics of the samples belonging to it, the clusters are named as follows:

Cluster 1, Dual Personality; Cluster 2, Asymmetrical & Exciting; Cluster 3, Unusual & Avant-garde; Cluster 4, Classic; Cluster 5, Simple & Modern; Cluster 6, Business Class; Cluster 7, Mid-cluster; and Cluster 8, Fashion & Emotion.

The resulted clusters are almost spread in each quarter of the graph (Fig. 3). The model numbers of the samples belonging to each cluster are shown in Table 4. Based on the frequency of the items in the context of the distributed samples in each of the four areas of the graph, the directions of the axis are named Content – Form and Classic Simple – Modern Complex.
Figure 3: Distribution of the selected samples of Nokia MP models based on their aesthetic characteristics.

Table 4: The model numbers of the samples belonging to the clusters resulted from the aesthetic analysis.
Cluster 1, Dual Personality, is laid on the *Modern Complex – Form* area of the graph (Fig. 3). It involves four samples. The most considerable particular of this group of MPs is their dual characters, changing into something that is not predicted, N-6822 being a good example. This cluster could be characterized in the items of foldable, trapezoid keypad shape, low curve corners, and innovative content.

Cluster 2, Unsymmetrical & Exciting, involving three samples is laid on the *Modern Complex – Form* area of the graph. Regarding to the physical gestalt of these MP models, their avant-garde form is always arresting. The most obvious characteristic in this cluster is asymmetry. This cluster could be characterized in asymmetrical gestalt consisting of highly curve and direct line, asymmetrical keypad form.

There are seven samples laid in Cluster 3, Pioneer & Avant-garde, which is near *Form* axis direction of the graph. The samples belonging to this cluster have unusual forms. For instance, in N-gage the ordinary form of dialing is basically changed. There are the asymmetrical, curve and/or highly curve lines on the top or bottom of their gestalt. They have somewhat the unusual sizes.

Cluster 4, Classic, is laid on the central area of the graph. It contains the large number of samples, 29 MP models, most of them being the good-old Nokia models with the same Identity and design character. Overall, in the samples belonging to this cluster: display, keypads, function keys are together; number pads are close to each other in raw and column; keypad shape are trapezoid and square; and gestalt lines are always direct or low-curve.

There are just two samples in Cluster 5, Simple & Modern, with the same levels of price and function. Their different type of function keys separates them from other MP models. This cluster tends to *Classic Simple* axis direction in the graph. It can be characterized in single body, straight lines, and the vertical position of function keys.

Cluster 6, Business Class, is laid on the *Classic Simple – Content* area of the graph. It involves fifteen samples. Using steel-like finish surfaces gives them the touch of modern style. But some very pioneer form and stylish gestalt are not presented in these samples. This cluster like the previous one still traces some classical trends, but with a modern taste. It could be characterized in the following items: sliding body, front camera, straight lines with no-curve corners of gestalt, and metallic parts or steel-like finishing surfaces.
There are three samples laid in Cluster 7, Mid-cluster, that is near Modern Complex axis direction of the graph. The major particulars of this cluster are: Innovative content; metallic parts or steel-like finishing surfaces; and asymmetric and/or complex gestalt.

Cluster 8, Fashion & Emotion, laid on the Content – Modern Complex area of the graph, involves fourteen samples. As the samples belonging to this cluster have the creative styles and fashionable lines, it does not obey any classical identity. Therefore, the signs of fashion and market trend are traceable in this cluster. This cluster can be characterized in: foldable; metallic parts or steel-like finishing surfaces; highly curved corners; innovative content; combination of matt colors and shiny metallic parts; and textile finishing.

4.2. FUNCTION ANALYSIS

As the result of function analysis of the samples, the chosen cut-off line for the clustering algorithm has yielded four major clusters which are named ‘very simple technology’, ‘simple technology’, ‘medium technology’, and ‘high technology’. Based on the nature of the frequent items in the context of the samples belonging to each cluster, the above names are given. The output distribution of the samples derived from this analysis is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The output distribution of the samples on the basis of their functional features.
The first cluster consists of the MP models with the minimum required function. The second one has more possible features than the first one, though the samples belonging to it have still the low level of technology. The samples belonging to the third one fulfill a wide range of the users’ needs, nevertheless they have some shortages of the functional features. The last cluster consists of the samples labeled as High Technological MP; while some of them can be considered ‘state-of-the-art’ technology. NOKIA offers very large range of functional factors in her MP models. This variety can change the characteristic of MP form only a mono-function one like N-1100, to almost a pocket pc like N-95. As the percentage of the MP models belonging to each cluster in the context of all of the collected samples (Fig. 5) shows, most of the NOKIA MP models have the High Tech. functional features.

Figure 5: The percentage of the samples belonging to each functional cluster.

4.3. PRICE RANGES ANALYSIS

4.3.1. DISTRIBUTION IN PRICE RANGES

All of the collected samples of NOKIA MP models according to their prices in Iran market are classified within five price ranges including Cheap, Cheap-Medium, Medium, Medium-Expensive and Expensive. Figure 6 shows the percentage of the samples belonging to each price range.
4.3.2. PRICE AND AESTHETICS

To compare the aesthetic characteristics between the above-mentioned price ranges, in each of the eight resulted aesthetic clusters the frequency of the samples belonging to each price range is calculated. In order to know whether each price range has any dominant aesthetic character, the benchmarks of the aesthetic clusters are arranged on the basis of the price ranges. In the benchmarks, shown in Figure 7, the written number above a related column to a price range indicates the percentage of the samples laid in a cluster beside all of the samples belonging to the price range. The comparison between the benchmarks shows that there is not a serious limitation in the distribution of the aesthetic clusters in the different price ranges. However, most of the lowest price range samples are in Cluster 4 (Classic), while the highest price range ones are mostly in Clusters 6 (Business Class) and 8 (Fashion & Emotion). As the percentage of the highest price range and Medium-Expensive samples are also significant in Cluster 4, this cluster can not be definitely considered an allocated aesthetic character for any of the above-mentioned price ranges.
Figure 7: The benchmarks of the aesthetics clusters in terms of the price ranges.
4.3.3. PRICE AND FUNCTION

Here the resulted functional clusters are analyzed on the basis of the price ranges of the samples belonging to each cluster. Figure 8 shows the frequency of the samples belonging to the functional clusters including very simple technology, simple technology, medium technology, and high technology, in different price ranges. As the result, there is roughly a direct relation between the levels of functional feature and price in NOKIA MPs. Nevertheless, a variety of the level of functional features is slightly presented in each price range.

![Figure 8: The frequency of the samples belonging to the functional clusters in the price ranges.](image)

4.4. INVESTIGATION

As the determinant reflectors of the trends of the young generations in Iran, 70 Iranian university students in the field of design, who use NOKIA MP, are randomly selected as the subjects. They have been investigated through the regular questionnaires about their favorite MP characteristics. As the result of analyzing the data derived from the questionnaires, the chosen cut-off line for the clustering algorithm has yielded eight different clusters of the favorite aesthetic characters as the representatives of the subjects’ trends. Based on the most frequent aesthetic items laid in each cluster, the clusters are named: Simple; Modern Classic; Modern Touches; Unusual & Complex;
Avant-garde; Modern Trace; Emotional and Simple & Emotional. The graph of distribution of the subjects based on their favorite aesthetic characters is shown in Figure 9.

![Graph of distribution of the Iranian MP users based on their answered aesthetic items.](image)

Figure 9: The distribution of the Iranian MP users based on their answered aesthetic items.

To show the most meaningful trends in the context of the subjects' favorites, the directions of the axis are named Simple-Classic – Complex-Novel and Form – Emotion. The outcomes of this investigation are mostly about the favorite MP aesthetic characteristics for the Iranian users. The answered items regarding the functional features are not so different from the functions offered by NOKIA and hence not so considerable to lead to the new directions for NOKIA MPs’ functional features. This point emphasizes the effectiveness of MP aesthetic characteristics, especially for the young generations.
5. IMPLICATION

5.1. NOKIA DESIGN TRENDS

The numbers of the samples belonging to the aesthetic clusters show that most of NOKIA MP models have a ‘classic’ and ‘simple’ characters. These two characters can somehow be considered the strict brand identity of NOKIA. However, as it is mentioned and shown before, there is a wide range of aesthetic characteristics of MP models presented by NOKIA. To show NOKIA’s design trend, the samples based on the dates they have/had been launched are marked in the graph resulted from aesthetic analysis (Fig. 10). The dates of launch range in years from 2002 to 2007 that each year is differentiated with a color. The oldest samples launched in 2002 and 2003 are laid on the right side of the graph, the axis direction of Form. But the newest ones are mostly distributed in the left side of the graph, the axis direction of Content. Therefore, NOKIA’s main design trend seems the ‘content aesthetics’ of MP.

Figure 10: The distribution of the samples based on their launch dates.
5.2. NOKIA DESIGN APPROACH

According to the results of the analytical parts of this research, aesthetic, function and price range analysis, NOKIA has introduced a significant variety of the aesthetical characteristics and functional features in each price range. The close percentages of the samples belonging to the price ranges (Fig. 6) imply that NOKIA’s users are indifferently distributed throughout all of the classes of the market from economy viewpoint. As the benchmarks of the functional clusters in terms of the eight aesthetic clusters (Fig. 11) show, a considerable variety of the aesthetic characters of the samples are presented in each cluster of the functional features except the ‘very simple tech.’ one in which just two samples are laid. Such a design approach has made it possible for NOKIA to satisfy and cover a wide range of the users’ needs and tastes, namely market segmentations. This finding may roughly illustrate how NOKIA could keep her place and extend her domain in the market.

Figure 11: The benchmarks of the functional clusters in terms of the eight aesthetic clusters.
5.3. COMPARISON BETWEEN NOKIA & USERS TRENDS

Comparing the trends of the axis directions in the graphs resulted from aesthetic analysis of the samples (Fig. 3) and investigation of the Iranian users (Fig. 9), NOKIA could approximately satisfy the users’ needs, demands, and/or favorites through the variety of MP models she has already launched. But, as the empty spaces in the graph relevant to the aesthetic analysis imply, there are few NOKIA MP Models with ‘innovative form’ presented in the market. According to the axis directions in the graph relevant to the distribution of Iranian subjects (Fig. 9), Iranian users’ trend is also emphasizing the same things, willingness to more ‘emotion’ and ‘novelty’ in MP form and design. Although Nokia has launched some avant-garde MP models, they are not enough to cover the young Iranian users’ favorites.

6. CONCLUSION

This research has attempted to clarify the reasons of NOKIA’s great success in MP market of Iran from design perspective. In order to achieve the above goal, the aesthetic characteristics and functional features of NOKIA MP models in relation to their price levels in Iran market are analyzed. To know how much NOKIA MP models have covered the Iranian users’ favorites and also to define the new possible design directions for NOKIA in Iran market, some Iranian users of NOKIA MPs are investigated during this research. The results of this research lead us to the following conclusions that can illustrate the major particulars of NOKIA’s design approach and trend:

First, though most of NOKIA’s MP models have the ‘classic’ and ‘simple’ character or namely her strict brand identity, a considerable variety of the aesthetic characteristics is being presented through the new models of NOKIA MP to cover and satisfy a wide range of market segmentations or the various tastes and needs of the users in market.

Second, as the numbers of MP models belonging to the price ranges are not so different, NOKIA would cover all classes of the users in the market from economy points of view.

Third, there is roughly a direct relation between the levels of functional features and prices in NOKIA MP. However, NOKIA offers a wide range of aesthetic characteristics to somehow make up the lack of the highest level of technology and functional features in her lower price MP models.
Fourth, it seems that the design trend of NOKIA MPs is shifting from ‘form-aesthetics’ to ‘content-aesthetics’ in her recently launched new models.

And fifth, NOKIA has relatively satisfied and covered Iranian users through the variety and novelty of aesthetics and functions in her new MP models. Nevertheless, when precisely considering the Iranian users’ favorites and wills in comparison to the existing MP models’ characteristics, the new directions or trends for MP design could be extracted; more ‘emotion’ and ‘novelty’ in MP form and design. Regarding such directions may help a brand like NOKIA keep or even extend her domain in Iran market.

NOTE:

1. “Quantification 3 is one of a set of four statistical methods developed in Japan in the 50s (Hayashi, C. 1950) for the quantification of qualitative evaluations, and represents a method of pattern classification mathematically similar to Multidimensional Scaling (Kruskal and Wish, 1977)” . Further, the derived result or output of the analysis method of Quantification Theory III is actually very similar to the method of Non-linear Principal Component Analysis (Shackleton, et all,1996).
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